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7KH DSSOLFDWLRQ RI VRPH HOHPHQWV RI WKH OHDGLQJ
XQLYHUVDO FODVVLILFDWLRQ V\VWHPV DV ZHOO DV WKH SRWHQWLDO
XVHVRIWKHVHDUFKWRROVLQSURIHVVLRQDORQOLQHLQIRUPDWLRQ
UHWULHYDO LQ WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI D XVHU IULHQGO\
FRPSUHKHQVLYH EXW LQIRUPDWLRQ SLQSRLQWLQJ VFKHPH RQ
WKH:HE$QDORJLHVDQGGLIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKH:HEDQG
WKH ELJ SDLGIRU GDWDEDVH SURYLGHUV DUH DOVR DQDO\]HG
6SHFLDODWWHQWLRQLVSDLGWRWKHXVHRIWKHVDXULLQRUGHUWR
SURYLGH KLJK SHUIRUPDQFH DQG UHOLDEOH UHWULHYDO WRROV RQ
WKH:HE
As a researcher of the information retrieval tools in
textual bibliographical databases, I consider myself
belonging to the document and content analysis profession
and I wish to share my experiences with the Web
communities. My initiative is not an isolated action
because there are currently considerable initiatives to
structure the Web sources by means of classification
schemes[1].
What is the Web like from the viewpoint of a library
document analyst? First of all, I could compare the Web to
some special aspects of the big paid-for online databases.
In fact, there are giant PXOWLQDWLRQDO GDWDEDVH
SURYLGHUV, such as WKH 'LDORJ &RUSRUDWLRQ, who have
several hundreds of databases so that each database covers
a separate, specific domain, therefore each database is
searched separately and specifically. But everything is
becoming interdisciplinary, so they invented the so called
PXOWLSOH VHDUFK which means that one can make queries
in up to 60 databases at a time e.g. in the Dialog.
Now why is the multiple search similar to the Web?
The Web can be regarded as a giant information provider
having also hundreds of various databases, plus millions
of Web-sites, millions of Web documents on it and when
we search for relevant information, there is no limit - no

limit of 60 databases or 600 databases or more - and this
fact is the cause of our first problem to be tackled.
Let us compare now the information seeking process of
the big database providers with that of the Web. When
using a big paid-for database, the user applies from his
desktop a standardized and sophisticated FRPPDQG
ODQJXDJH which means that this language is common to all
several hundred databases, but requires great competence,
skill and practice. In other words, you must be a
professional to interrogate these databases efficiently.
Each database is LQGH[HG E\ LWV RZQ WKHVDXUXV specially
developed to cover its specific domain, plus names
(authors, named persons, corporate sources), space and
time coordinates and other features are also specified. As
a result, about 20-28 various indexed fields become
retrievable, separately or combined. Boolean and
proximity operators are used to combine search terms,
data and expressions so as to formulate the most efficient
VHDUFK VWUDWHJ\. 6HDUFK UHVXOWV can be displayed in
standardized or user-defined formats, ranked by hits or
sorted alphabetically, chronologically, etc., there are
facilities for duplicate detection and elimination.
Despite some general analogies, the Web subject access
tools are necessarily different. The user at the desktop
opens up his :HE EURZVHU and accesses a VHDUFKHQJLQH or
some :HE GLUHFWRULHV - we do not deal here with
navigating, surfing, etc. Big advantage: the user is not
obliged to make sophisticated queries, and in most cases
ranking and display-formatting is automatically made for
him. At the end of this process Mr. Average will not raise
questions, but when the online database specialist accesses
the Web in the same way as the ordinary user, he will
certainly regret not to know exactly what is happening
"behind the facade".
For this reason, LQ WKH H\H RI WKH SURIHVVLRQDO RQOLQH
GDWDEDVHXVHU a number of facts need to be clarified:
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•

Is it the user who actually searches the Web or just
the search engine does it for him, and if it does,
completely of partly?
• Consequently, does the user really search the Web,
or he searches only a database of indexed Web
sites?
• If the search engine is a database of indexed Web
sites, is it able to cover the entire Web or just a
fraction of it?
• If it covers only a fraction, what percentage of the
Web is it exactly, what are the proportions of the
subject fields processed, how fast can the update
follow the “death and birth” of Web documents?
These questions are not raised by chance. Either for
JOREDO NQRZOHGJH PDQDJHPHQt or for LQIRUPDWLRQ
SLQSRLQWLQJ the answers are crucial. We must be sure that
• we have a means of reviewing DOO the Web,
• we have a means of identifying every needed
subject areas,
• within each subject areas we are capable of
pinpointing the relevant items of information.
In this logic, the whole Web is seen like a big database
provider, the subject areas identified within it correspond
to the various databases in which we need to retrieve the
relevant items of information. All we need is to find the
appropriate tools to cope with this three-level task.
The first two levels are very closely connected. In fact, it
is impossible to overview an entity without considering its
sub-entities. So we need a tool that conceives the Web as
a kind of universe and at the same time this tool is able to
classify all the components of this universe. Why do not
we use a so-called universal classification system? They
are well-known and widespread wherever library services
are being run.
The leading library classification systems are as follows:
• /LEUDU\RI&RQJUHVV&ODVVLILFDWLRQ /&& 
• 'HZH\'HFLPDO&ODVVLILFDWLRQ '&& 
• 8QLYHUVDO'HFLPDO&ODVVLILFDWLRQ 8'&).
It is important to emphasize that the use of these
schemes is far from being uniform. In North America the
LCC is regarded as the most common system in the
academic world, while the DDC is considered the most
widespread in public and school libraries. By contrast, the
UDC has a leading position in Europe. In conclusion,
there are three different, and not one uniform world
classification system and the compatibility among the
three leading systems is still not resolved. That is a
fundamental disadvantage.
The leading library classification systems pay a high
price for their comprehensiveness, in fact, all the concept
definitions and all the relationships among the
components are unalterably predefined. Practically
speaking that is to say that FRQFHSWV DQG WHUPV mean
strictly what the classification system allows them, they
FDQQRW EH XSGDWHG as fast as to keep up with the everevolving Web environment, thus these gigantic universal

classification schemes are cumbersome. Furthermore, the
application of these systems requires sophisticated
knowledge, FRPSOLFDWHG PDQLSXODWLRQV and painstaking
intellectual efforts, which is not an advantage with end
users whose majority are not library professionals.
In fact, classification has always been a laborious task.
Library students take years to acquire the basic skills and
after graduation, if they specialize in the classification
work, they will have to toil for years to become reliable
professionals. It is unthinkable to adopt for Mr. Average,
the ordinary Web user, such a competence-demanding and
painstaking process. But highly qualified scientists or
businessmen are also unlikely to bother with lengthy
searches, for the simple reason that time has a premium
value in today's business environment.
We must never forget that the end user wants to get
straight to the point. That means that the ideal scheme
should provide him with a user friendly interface
absolutely simple and absolutely easy to use.
We must also keep in mind that WKH HQG XVHU LV D
FRQVXPHU, he wants his information promptly, simply, just
like a cup of coffee and what he least wants is an
intellectual hard labor at his desktop.
So as I proposed, we must provide the end user with an
absolutely pleasant, JUHDW IXQ LQWHUIDFH, but behind this
interface there must be a KHDY\GXW\ KLJK SHUIRUPDQFH
PDFKLQHU\ to cope with any eventualities RI LQIRUPDWLRQ
UHWULHYDO challenges. This mechanism should allow even
the most inexperienced user to search the Web with
professional results.
With the advent of "point and click" interfaces, the
user-friendly interface exists, on this basis we just have to
find further refinements. But as for the background
retrieval mechanism, we have to tackle a real tall order.
As we rejected the systematic use of universal
classification systems, we are obliged to search in another
direction. We had also doubts about the capacity of
DYHUDJH search engines, but PHWDVHDUFKHQJLQHV seem to
offer a more appropriate solution.
Contrary to what we said about search engines, meta
search engines cannot be regarded as databases – they do
not even review or classify Web sites or documents, nor
accept URL-s. Instead, they simply transmit queries to a
great number of search engines at the same time. Given
that the doubts still exist concerning the performance of
the totality of search engines, the proposed use of meta
search engines is far from covering the entire Web, but in
the immediate future their application seems to bring
considerable improvements and saves us big investments.
In fact, however hard and gruesome is to state, we have to
realize that IRUWKHWLPHEHLQJWKHUHLVQRV\VWHPFDSDEOH
RIUHYLHZLQJDQGSURFHVVLQJWKHHQWLUH:HE!
As I said, the so called World Wide Web meta search
engines (e.g. +DUYHVWHU 0HWD&UDZOHU 6DYY\6HDUFK)
dispatch queries simultaneously to the a great number of
search engines so that they spare the user the
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embarrassment to learn a great many retrieval systems. In
fact, the meta search engine replaces effectively what big
database providers call FRPPRQ FRPPDQG ODQJXDJH,
enabling the user to search with the same command
language in hundreds of databases.
(Some other experts also recommend the use of meta
search engines[2] but for me its use is only a
"symptomatic treatment" and in another context. In the
long term, it will be necessary to synthesize these meta
search engines with some leading library classification
systems, but this will be an immense operation demanding
a huge investment of funds, expertise and manpower.)
So this is the first step to implement a fully customized
information management system. The next step is to find
mechanisms to provide the user with tailored knowledge.
We need an intermediary mechanism connecting the
browser with the meta search engine. The function of this
mechanism is twofold:
• translation of the user’s rudimentary query into a
professionally formulated search strategy,
• provide the user with an interactive interface in
order to insure a feedback loop level refinement
(or even basic alteration) of the search strategy.
At the core of the system there operates one or a
number of thesauri. The thesaurus is the ideal system not
only for computerized indexing and retrieval, but for
translating the user's inexact query expressions into
professional terminology, furthermore, offers an array of
tools not only of refining (widening or narrowing) the
scope of the search, but also refining its direction towards
related and more relevant fields.
So the application of the thesaurus at the core of the
background retrieval mechanism makes us available the
following tools:
1.
7UDQVIRUPHU ( not-preferred terms) . It converts
rudimentarily chosen, inexact terms and
awkwardly formulated expressions into the
specific terminology of the retrieval system.
2.
7HOHSKRWR OHQV (narrower terms). It converts
too wide search results into adequately narrow
searches.
3.
:LGHDQJOH OHQV (broader terms). It converts
too narrow search results into adequately wide
searches.
4.
6WHHULQJ ZKHHO (related terms). It reorients the
search direction onto a more relevant route.
It is the task of interface designers to offer the user an
easy and enjoyable operation of the above four tools.
An open question still remains concerning the number
of thesauri involved at the core of the retrieval
mechanism. That is a decision to make by the provider, it
depends on the size and purposes of the information
services. In this regard it is important to emphasize that
even a very small-size provider, but very competent in one
specific discipline, is enabled by this pattern to run their
independent, reliable, and increasingly appreciated

services, and become indispensable on the information
market.
Beside the use of terms, the user should be allowed to
type in DXWKRUV, QDPHG SHUVRQV (about whom the
document is written), FRUSRUDWHLWHPV as well as WLPHDQG
VSDFH (location) data. The basic %RROHDQ RSHUDWRUV (OR,
AND, NOT) should also be available, preferably in a way
that the three 9HQQGLDJUDPV appear and one of them will
be selected and clicked.
Whether or not one trusts thesauri, they undoubtedly have
had a profound impact on the view of the methodological
foundations of information retrieval on the Web. In addition,
they can be considered as the ultimate quintessence of all
sophisticated classification development efforts since
Dewey. One can criticize the thesaurus-based approach and
state that it is neither new nor original. One can also say that
the present revolutionary times demand revolutionary
inventions. But can there be discovered something
authentically new after one and a half century's classification
R & D that has treated all possible aspects and tested them
on far vaster areas than the Web? However unpopular it may
seem, I must conclude that the basic rules and laws of
information retrieval are simple and eternal, therefore one is
not allowed to circumvent them.
For optimizing information retrieval accuracy, thesauri
should be completed with one very simple but extremely
high-performance complement. As I presented, thesaurusbased search expressions consist of a combination of
descriptors with some Boolean and proximity operators, but
they should DOZD\V be completed with GDWD WKDW SLQSRLQW
WKH VHDUFKHG LQIRUPDWLRQ LQ WLPH DQG VSDFH (exact date,
location plus corporate source, author affiliation). As I tried
to prove in a previous paper [3], this method prevents both
information surplus and redundancy.
From the viewpoint of user-friendliness, the pinpointing
of space and time does not represent any kind of problem.
At the same time, the application of proximity operators as
well as the use of OR and NOT operators may become very
complicated and too cumbersome for the large public, but
fortunately, their use is generally not indispensable. I am
convinced that the use of descriptors with a symbolized
AND, plus the pinpointing of time and space provide in
most cases a very easy and effective access to relevant
information on the Web.
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